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About This Game

You're pitted against Dr. Pyrus Goldfire. He's found a way to replicate pure gold, which he's using to fund his maniacal plan.
Goldfire has built six highly-secure, futuristic locations where his creations are being hatched. It's up to you to penetrate his

security and stop him at all costs.

"Blake Stone...isn't simply Son of Wolfenstein...it's a wish list fulfilled, enhancing the Wolfenstein canon with many sensible
tweaks and some new tricks that'll make your jaw drop." - Electronic Entertainment

Features

Break and Take: Crates can be blown apart to reveal weapons and other goodies, such as gold, money, food and ammo.

Break a leg. Theirs.: Over 20 unique and adaptive actors, including guards, aliens, mutants and pods.

Inside Intel: Interactive informants give you clues and hints.

Future Soldier: Five futuristic weapons - from a silent shotgun to an explosive grenade launcher.

See Earth: A stagerring 66 levels, including two secret levels per episode.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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good game.
beautiful graphics.
i like the game art design.. An old-school static-screen SHMUP, with a lot of bullets, but not a bullet hell.

Hold the fire button and avoid a screen full of random bullets while trying to collect a screen full of pickups that hold back and
eventually destroy a black hole. Repeat until game ends. Or you end, whichever comes first.

Mechanicaly it seems fine, controls work, no complaints there. There's even a slow movement button, though I never felt like
using it.

The game starts quite slow and takes a few stages to get going. Unfortunately, if you get plenty of power-ups along the way
(which doesn't seem too hard), you'll be killing most enemies about as fast as they can spawn, along with a large percentage of
enemy bullets (though not all can be destroyed). Your ship can take a few hits, and if you get a shield, well, who cares about
bullets?

Now while that's fun and all, it leaves me with little sense of threat, even when I'm messing up and getting myself killed, on the
second-last stage. Aside from complacency, the main danger ends up being things invading your personal space, particularly
things that are the same colour as the background, which is frustrating, but thankfully doesn't happen all the time.

There are also standard bosses and the traditional shooting gallery bonus levels, which are good to break up the gameplay, but
not terribly exciting.

NOTE: Only played with a couple of ships, there may be some that make things more interesting, but I'm bored already. also I
don't have anyone to try multi.

Apart from poor visibility on some enemies, the graphics are pretty good and appropriately arcadey. Didn't notice the sound, so,
good.

Overall, it's not a bad game, but it doesn't quite hit the mark. Fans of the genre might well like it, but with so many similar
games out there, you can probably find something better.. Mengasuh anak setan ajg pant8. How is this not early access? It
doesn't look finished.

The graphics are unimpressive, and I can't even get the actual game to start. When I try to actually play the game, it just starts
the tutorial again. The AI movements are beyond ridiculous, and the controls aren't so great either.
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I like the idea of a Quidditch game, rip-off or not, but this game sucks.. If you ever decide to play a bloody crap game, this is
the game for you. The creator of this faul game must be demented! The game is impossible to complete because of the overload
of zombies and its a rip off.. Right now, I can't recommend this game. It's too buggy, it runs far too slow on good computers,
and the UI is shot. Once these improve, it should be a great game.. Retro style turn based rpg, so addictive and it is multiplayer
based.. I want to say I was worried that this wouldn't live up to the original which was, in my eyes, one of the best visual novels
I've ever read. But I really wasn't. I knew this game would be good, and they did nothing but prove me right.

You return to the same world, but as the villain of the first game. You learn things about him that change how you think about
him, and change how you experience the first game in a good way.

This story had me on the edge of my seat more than once, and I can honestly say that, despite knowing what happens in the
game this is a prequel to, I had no idea how it was going to end.

The first game was one of my favorite visual novels ever. This one is even better.. Just a silly arcade shooter.. An extremely fun
retro game with a twist that just makes it 'feel' right. Definitely one of the best free to play games on the market. The game has a
very great foundation and constructs a fun playing experience.
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Hillarious little but addicting game. I thought - really? A bat, ball and two idiots? Sounds like Brexit but let's give it a try. And I
had fun for hours. Great game when You have to talk with ppl on phone a lot. Require only mouse. Brilliant.. Hey this is pretty
good! It does still have some kinks like going through objects and I did get stuck at one point, it couldve used a little bit more
play testing. But all in all the story and atmosphere seems really good so far. It has good pacing and good visuals. I would love to
play in VR but I only have a vive :( Check out gameplay here.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/dDyDVQHOuiU. There wasn't even a creature. This game blows.. Not worth it! if u want a supermoto style
naked just buy the Aprilia 1200 ABS!. To put it simply: I love this game.

It's very charming. It's extremely quirky. But what makes me love this game the most is that it's...fun.
Yes, it's fun. Simple, but fun. As I'm writing this, I'm only through the first chapter, but I can say this with certainty:

Wayward Manor has an interesting story, cute characters, and a unique direction of art. Put all of those things together into the
gameplay style (Point & Click, Puzzler) and voilà: You have a fun game! (In my opinion). Not sure how many hours of game
time this game will offer, but after a bit of play time, it certainly does not disappoint.(However, after 30 minutes of play time, I
have completed half of the levels seen in the trailer)

I expected a simple beat-em-up and got a complex and intricate fighting system, fine-tuned by years of balance testing and
realistic movement mechanics exhibited by bears. Is that bear really in the game, or real life? What is the exact scenario that
would happen if I was to fight a bear under incredibly realistic circumstances? Fist of Awesome has answered, and this is the
best bear fighting simulator I have seen all year.

And the story is incredibly deep, too. Never have I ever cried, or been so touched by the Tim Burr's struggle for humanity, and
the fights he faces with his own demons, with whom he must also fight alongside. The supporting characters play an astounding
plot-central role that no other written genius could ever deliver, on paper, movie, or game. This game leaves me with a deep
connection to the characters and has inspired me to help deliver humanity from this terrible fate. Truly amazing.

TLDR
If you want a good laugh, buy the game.. This software allows you to have a familiar and comfortable way of moving around in
a constantly-updating list of games and softwares to choose from, and it works with Windows Mixed Reality headsets.

It is well worth the price and has made my VR much more interesting. Walking, running, and sprinting has never felt more
practical and easy-to-understand in virtual reality until I gave this program a try.. I got this game back when it was payed for,
and I was till running boot camp on my mac from 10 years ago. The game has changed alot since then, with the new features and
such, it is almost impossible to play it on download. Playing it on my desktop now, I have had quite a fun experience playing the
game... On legacy. The game is broken for xbox controllers on the current build but in legacy works just fine.

So in essence, If you want to play this, Play this in legacy.. The game starts and runs with the UI unable to fit on the screen. This
is for a bog-standard 1920x1080 laptop. There is no way to adjust the UI size. Completely unplayable. And I cannot get a refund
because some patch broke it after I had it for 15 days.

Buyer beware you are getting scammed here.
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